Host ACTDMark says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= BEGIN GAME =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=

ENGVnSckl says:
::in engineering, Deck 6, in charge since Ens. Madison is off duty today::

CSO_Sulek says:
::at science station, bridge::

FCOKnowle says:
::At the Helm, going over Coordinates:

MO_Valar says:
::Exits the transporter room and heads for the turbolift::  Have to drop off my gear before I report to the Captain

Host CO_Lenor says:
::onbridge... looking at a PADD::

Sci_Grey says:
::at science station II on bridge::

TAC_Katal says:
::on deck 2 Weapons Control  working on Phaser systems::

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: is the comunication relay in senor range?

MO_Valar ::Enters Turbolift::  Deck 8 (Turbolift.wav)

FCOKnowle says:
CO: Aye Sir, ETA  8 minutes

MO_Valar says:
::Enters her new quarters, drops her gear on the bed and looks in the mirror to make sure she looks presentable::  Time to report to the Captain.

CSO_Sulek says:
::scanning::

ENGVnSckl says:
::checks over the matter/anti-matter matrix::

Host CO_Lenor says:
CSO: scan the comminucations relay to see if it is working

MO_Valar says:
::Exits her quarters and proceeds to the turbolift::

XO_Mav says:
:: in quarters, exits and heads for a TL ::

MO_Valar ::Enters turbolift:: Bridge.  (Turbolift.wav)

XO_Mav says:
:: enters TL :: TL: Main Bridge.

MO_Valar says:
::Exits turbolift and walks out onto the Bridge::

ENGVnSckl says:
::looks at the plasma inducers::

CSO_Sulek says:
Grey: Check library computer for all known information on this system, please.

MO_Valar says:
::Looks around but doesn't see the XO::

Sci_Grey says:
CSO: Checking

XO_Mav says:
:: arrives on bridge, walks out, almost crashing into Valar :: Valar: Sorry about that, Ensign. :: mumbles something and walks on ::

TAC_Katal says:
:: leaves Weapons Control and heads to TL::

Lucas says:
::sits at OPS::

TAC_Katal says:
::enters TL:: Main Bridge

ENGVnSckl says:
::since systems check out in engineering, decides to go to the bridge::

Host CO_Lenor says:
CSO: scan the surrounding systems to see if there are any M class planets

XO_Mav says:
:: walks to the medium chair, nods to the CO ::

CSO_Sulek says:
CO:Aye

ENGVnSckl says:
::enters tubolift, notices Katal::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::nods to the XO:: glad you could join us

MO_Valar says:
::Sees the XO, walks over to him and snaps to attention::

ENGVnSckl says:
Katal: Hello.

Sci_Grey says:
All: There is only the various data gathered by the chating probe

TAC_Katal says:
ENG: Hello Van

MO_Valar says:
XO: Excuse me Sir.  Ensign Valar Mitchell Medical Officer reporting for duty.

ENGVnSckl says:
Katal: Please, either Eric or VanSickle.

ENGVnSckl says:
Katal: Or Ensign

XO_Mav says:
:: notices the ensign he almost bummed is at attention beside him, turns :: Valar: Welcome to the Quirinus, Ensign...

TAC_Katal says:
::Exits TL walks to Tac Station:: ENG: OK Eric.

Host CO_Lenor says:
::looks over to see an Ensign talking to Maverick::

MO_Valar says:
XO: Thank you Sir.

ENGVnSckl says:
::exits after Katal, goes to engineering console::

Sci_Grey says:
:: Looks at the newbie::

MO_Valar says:
XO: Sir, I am to report to the Captain.

TAC_Katal says:
::notices XO and a new officer::

CSO_Sulek says:
CO: there is one M-class in the Danness system, ETA 23 minutes and two in the Juliet system, ETA 58 minutes.

XO_Mav says:
Valar: Report away. :: steps out of the way ::

ENGVnSckl says:
Captain: Systems check out in engineering.

Host CO_Lenor says:
::hears the CSO... hmmm:: lets get going then...

TAC_Katal says:
CO: The Phaser arrays check out Capt.  no problems with them noted.

MO_Valar says:
::Approaches the Captain and snaps to attention::

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: plot a course for the Danness system.

Sci_Grey says:
CSO: I recommend using all sensors as we go along to enhance our data on this area of space.

MO_Valar says:
Captain: Ensign Valar Mitchell Medical Officer reporting for duty.

TAC_Katal says:
::begins Tactical scann of the surrounding area::

Host CO_Lenor says:
TAC: acknowledged

CSO_Sulek says:
Grey: agreed.  Make it so, I believe is the current term.

ENGVnSckl says:
::checks out engineering systems from the bridge::

FCOKnowle says:
CO: Aye Sir..:: Plots a course to the system..:: Captain, course plotted, Ready on your mark..

Host CO_Lenor says:
::looks at the MO... nods:: So is everyone in tip top shape?

OPS_Lucas says:
::adjusts systems power::

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: engage

MO_Valar says:
CO: Just arrived on board Sir.  Have not been to sickbay as yet.

CTO_James says:
::enters the bridge:

FCOKnowle CO: Aye....::Engages warp engines:: (Warp.wav)

TAC_Katal says:
:: notices CTO::  CTO: Hello James.

CTO_James says:
::walks over to Katal and nods::

XO_Mav says:
:: sitting in medium chair watching the nervous ensign reporting to the CO... remember's that dreadful day that he stepped on to the bridge of the Griffon ::

Host CO_Lenor says:
MO: I expect a report by the end of your shift... seems you better get busy then... ::keeps looking at her PADD::

Sci_Grey says:
*Enginering* Science requires use of any and or all availavlbe sensors. what can you give me?

CTO_James says:
Katal: Mornin Katal

MO_Valar says:
CO: Yes Sir

ENGVnSckl says:
Grey: I'm right here on the bridge.

MO_Valar says:
::Turns and heads for the Turbolift::

CTO_James says:
::notices the new Captain on the bridge::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::looks up and grins as the MO leaves::

TAC_Katal says:
CTO: I just finished the maintenance on the phaser arrays they are fine.

ENGVnSckl says:
Grey: How much do you need?

MO_Valar ::Enters turbolift:: Deck 4 (Turbolift.wav)

CTO_James says:
Katal: I'm glad to hear it! : )

XO_Mav says:
:: looks at Lenor grinning :

Sci_Grey says:
ENG: As much as can be spared

FCOKnowle says:
::Wonders what everyone is looking at..::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::shakes head and goes back to looking at the PADD::

ENGVnSckl says:
Grey: You've got it.

XO_Mav says:
:: nahh.... not as seductive as Bradley ::

MO_Valar says:
::Exits turbolift and heads down the corridor to sickbay::

ENGVnSckl says:
::makes adjustments::

Sci_Grey says:
CSO: We have sensor control

MO_Valar ::Enters Sickbay:: (Door.wav)

CSO_Sulek says:
Grey:  good.  Begin scanning.

OPS_Lucas says:
Grey: would you like for me to boost power to the sensors?

MO_Valar says:
::Notices that she is the only one in Sickbay::

ENGVnSckl says:
::checks remaining systems on the monitor::

CTO_James says:
Katal: Have you checked the torpedo status yet?

Sci_Grey says:
:: begins sensor sweep::

MO_Valar ::Starts checking the diagnostic systems:: (Console sound6.wav)

CSO_Sulek says:
OPS:  increase sensors to maximum level.

TAC_Katal says:
CTO: I have the Tactical Sensors on Auto Scan nothing so far we are heading for the Danness System.  No I was waiting for you to get here before I started teh Torp Status

Sci_Grey says:
ALL: Charting new sector of space

OPS_Lucas says:
::boosts power to the sensors::

XO_Mav says:
ALL: Keep on your toes, folks. You never know what's out here.

MO_Valar says:
::Diagnostics systems seem to be in working order:: I'd better check the supplies next.

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: ETA to the Danness system

CSO_Sulek says:
::looks at Grey:: Grey: it is indeed a momentous occasion..

CTO_James says:
Katal: Good, let's start those status scans

Sci_Grey says:
CSO: It gets us out of the war too.

FCOKnowle says:
CO: ETA is now 7 Minutes...

ENGVnSckl says:
Captain: Engines are purring like a litter of kittens.

TAC_Katal says:
CTO: OK I'll go to Weapons Control and work on the Torpedo Status.  See you later.

Host CO_Lenor says:
::leans over toward Marverick:: XO: never thought I would be doing anything like this...

MO_Valar says:
::Notices inventory is low on Tri-Ox compounds and makes a note of it on the pad::

CTO_James says:
Katal: Let me know when you're done.

XO_Mav says:
Lenor: Huh?

Host CO_Lenor says:
ENG: now just keep them that way and I will be one happy captain

ENGVnSckl says:
Captain: Aye, sir

TAC_Katal says:
CTO: Of course.  ::Enters TL:: Deck 2

ENGVnSckl says:
Captain: I've learned under the Montgomery Scott school of engineering.

Sci_Grey says:
CO: It's going to get lonely out here, alone

CTO_James says:
::takes over at the Tactical station::

XO_Mav says:
Lenor: Exploring new area's of space or being a captain of a ship?

TAC_Katal says:
::Exits TL and heads to Weapons Control::

Host CO_Lenor says:
Marverick: both actually... at least not at this point in my life... and with the war and all... exploring new areas is the last thing I thought I would be doing

MO_Valar says:
::Finished with the pharmaceutical inventory, starts checking the instruments::

CTO_James says:
::continues scans of the area::

TAC_Katal says:
::Enters Weapons Control and sits at console::

XO_Mav says:
Lenor: This is a lot better than floating around in some dreary asteroid field near the Cardassian border checking for any attacking ships...

ENGVnSckl says:
Science officers: Do you need any more power?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Maverick: I would have to agree with you on that...   ::looks around bridge::

TAC_Katal says:
::begins looking over Torpedo Inventory::

CSO_Sulek says:
ENG:  Thank you, no.  We  are well within our parameters for the scan.

Host CO_Lenor says:
CSO: anything interesting on those scans of the Danness system?

ENGVnSckl says:
Sulek: Acknowledged.

CTO_James says:
*Katal* How does it look???

XO_Mav says:
Lenor: Too bad this bloody war isn't over. I'd love to get some real shore leave for once, without having to worry about being called up to go pick off a Jem hadar scout.

CSO_Sulek says:
CO:  nothing unusual to report.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Maverick: Shore leave... don't think we will get much of that out here..

MO_Valar says:
::Thinks this is fine way to start my first day on the job!!::

TAC_Katal says:
*CTO* So far it reads 30 Photons and 10 Quantum’s.  I'm going to do a visual account.

Sci_Grey says:
CSO:  It's so bleak out here...

CSO_Sulek says:
CO:  in addition to the M-class there is also one H-class and L-class planet in the system.

XO_Mav says:
Lenor: :: snickers :: Last Shore Leave was great.... I guess. I got extremely drunk on my first day as the XO. No cares in the world until I came back into reality.

Host CO_Lenor says:
CSO: see what information you get on the M class planet in the system... l

CSO_Sulek says:
Grey: to my way of thinking space is quite full.

CSO_Sulek says:
CO: aye

OPS_Lucas says:
::feels like I am in the middle of no where::

TAC_Katal says:
::gets up and heads to Torpedo bay::

CTO_James says:
*Katal* What???, We only have 30 photons?, that'll only last us for half a battle

MO_Valar says:
Computer: Play some classic rock music...Doobie Bros..

ENGVnSckl says:
::checks engines again throught the monitor::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::grins at Maverick::

CSO_Sulek says:
CO: there is some signs of a civilization...but no life signs as yet.

TAC_Katal says:
*CTO* We still Have Phasers sir.  Are you expecting trouble out here?

MO_Valar says:
::Starts sterilizing everything in sight::

OPS_Lucas says:
::uses my sensor controls to scan the planet with life::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*MO* how is the report coming along?

Sci_Grey says:
CSO: You're Vulcan

CTO_James says:
*Katal* We always need to be alert and ready for anything to come about.

MO_Valar says:
*CO* Fine Sir.

TAC_Katal says:
::begins visual count of Torpedoes noting serial numbers along the way::

Sci_Grey says:
CSO: It may be half but you're Vulcan

TAC_Katal says:
*CTO* Of course that’s why I'm down here doing this sir.

CTO_James says:
*Katal* You know, It's my job to be chief paranoid officer ::chuckles::

XO_Mav says:
*MO* Is that... classic rock I hear?

CSO_Sulek says:
Grey:  Why is my Vulcan heritage of interest to you?

MO_Valar says:
XO: Yes Sir

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: the M class planet shows signs of civilization... but no life

TAC_Katal says:
::grins:: *CTO* Understood.

Sci_Grey says:
CSO: You're comment on Space being full very Vulcan

Sci_Grey says:
CO: Captain, I have a personal request.

CSO_Sulek says:
Grey:  oh I see...but it is indeed very full.

XO_Mav says:
*MO* Interesting. :: grins :: You don't listen to that when operating, I hope....

ENGVnSckl says:
Maverick: Sir, isn't rock and roll all classic, maybe ancient?

Host CO_Lenor says:
CSO: any sign to what happened to the civilization

MO_Valar says:
*XO* No Sir.  I listen to Motown.

CSO_Sulek says:
CO: negative, Captain

XO_Mav says:
Van Sickle: Actually, on Earth Rock and Roll is still being recorded and produced.

FCOKnowle says:
CO: Captain, ETA is 5 minutes to the Danness system..

XO_Mav says:
*Valar* You're sick.... sick sick sick.

MO_Valar says:
*XO* Wait until I get you into sickbay Sir

ENGVnSckl says:
*Valar* Do you happen to have any Deborah Gibson music available in your library?

MO_Valar says:
::Continues to sterilize everything in sight::

CTO_James says:
::gets a feeling that the captain is empathic::

XO_Mav says:
*Valar*Get me into sickbay? What are you going to do? Hit we with a pipe?

TAC_Katal says:
::finishes with Photons moving on to Quantums::

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: Take us into an upper orbit of the M class planet in the system... want to take a closer look

MO_Valar says:
*VanSickle* Sorry. No I do not.

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: of course when we arrive ::grins::

Sci_Grey says:
Co: Request permission to go on the first away mission. We have Cabin fever already.

CTO_James says:
::still scaning the area for anything out of the unusual::

FCOKnowle says:
CO: Aye Sir...::Smiles::

ENGVnSckl says:
*Valar* I hope you can find some before I require your services. I've got some in my quarters if you want it.

OPS_Lucas says:
::scans the planet to see were the most ruins are::

MO_Valar says:
::Finishes sterilizing everything that she can find::  Ok time to start on that report.

XO_Mav says:
*Valar*I think I'll fake a heart attack just to listen to some classic Motown without being considered a weirdo....   Maverick Out.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Sci:  That will be your Executive Officer's choice... but I am sure he will keep you in mind

TAC_Katal says:
::finishes Torpedo check and leaves Torpedo Bay::

Sci_Grey says:
CO: AYe sir

CSO_Sulek says:
CO:  The planet is covered by ruins of what appears to have been an advanced civilization.

FCOKnowle says:
::sets heading to the M class planet, Programs a high orbit..::

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: sensors readings indicate ruins covering a lot of the planet indicating advanced civilization

MO_Valar says:
*XO* Yes Sir, but for heartattacks I listen to Grand Funk Railroad.

TAC_Katal says:
::verifies Serial Numbers against Computer Inventory::

XO_Mav says:
*Valar*Grand What?

MO_Valar says:
*XO* Grand Funk Railroad Sir.

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: and there are some ruins with tecnologies

CSO_Sulek says:
CO: vast technology but nothing operating.

XO_Mav says:
*Valar*Wassat?

Host CO_Lenor says:
OPS: what kind of techologies

MO_Valar says:
*XO* From the early 1970's Sir.

OPS_Lucas says:
<looks at sensor readings>

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: power plants

MO_Valar says:
*XO* Have a heart attack and I'll play some for you

XO_Mav says:
*Valar*Ahh.... I'll pass up on that offer.

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: however, they are inoperable-- dormant

MO_Valar says:
*XO* Yes Sir.

Host CO_Lenor says:
CSO: keep scanning I would like know more about what happened to them

XO_Mav says:
:: shudders ::

CSO_Sulek says:
CO: aye

Host CO_Lenor says:
TAC: are there any defense systems still online on the planet?

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: perhaps we should send down an AT to get samples for dating

TAC_Katal says:
*CTO* Torpedo Status Checks out James, no discrepancies noted.

MO_Valar says:
Computer: Access USS Quirinus last crew physicals

CTO_James says:
Lenor: I'm not detecting any defenses

Host ACTDMark says:
<Computer> Valar: No Crew Physicals completed as of yet for USS Quirinus

Host CO_Lenor says:
CTO: does there appear there was ever any defenses?

XO_Mav says:
CO: Well, at least we know there's a history to this place, and it's not just another cluster of gas planets.

CTO_James says:
Lenor: From what my sensors tell me there never was

Host CO_Lenor says:
OPS: that might be a possiblity...

Host CO_Lenor says:
::outloud to self::  that is strange... no defenses...

Host CO_Lenor says:
CSO: any specutalion on what happened to them ?

OPS_Lucas says:
CO:it is possible they had defenses for other contries on the planet like earth in the 20 century

CTO_James says:
trys to speak to the captain empathically ~Lenor~ Are you another Betazoid???

CSO_Sulek says:
CO:  there is not enough data to draw any conclusion as yet.

MO_Valar says:
Computer: Display last known dates of physicals for USS Quirinus crew.

XO_Mav says:
Lenor: We have no evidence that they ever were capable of space travel, even.

TAC_Katal says:
*CTO* Do you have anything else for me here?  I'm due in sickbay for a physical.

Host CO_Lenor says:
::turns and looks at the CTO.... then turns back::

Host ACTDMark says:
<Computer> Valar: 9806.01 thru 9806.05

MO_Valar says:
Computer: End music

CTO_James says:
*Katal* Nothing at the moment, go ahead and "turnyour head and cough"

TAC_Katal says:
::is not impressed:: *CTO* Understood, I'll be in sickbay if you need me.

MO_Valar says:
::Notices that crew physicals have not been performed recently and begins making a list of crew members that need physicals::

TAC_Katal says:
::Leaves Weapons Control and goes to TL::

TAC_Katal says:
::Enters TL:: Deck 4

ENGVnSckl says:
::checks engines again::

CTO_James says:
*Katal* I'll let you know if I need you to do any thing later

XO_Mav says:
:: sits back in chair ::

TAC_Katal says:
*CTO* Understood. Katal Out.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Maverick: as soon as we find out a bit more about the planet... I want you to take an AT to the planet... since we are here to find out what is out here... might as well start here

TAC_Katal says:
::Exits TL and heads ti Sickbay::

XO_Mav says:
Lenor: Here is a good place to start, yes....

TAC_Katal says:
::ENters Sickbay:: MO: Good morning.

ENGVnSckl says:
Maverick: Would you need an engineering crew for the technological finds?

MO_Valar says:
TAC: Good morning Ensign what can I do for you?

XO_Mav says:
VanSickle: Calm down, ensign.

Host CO_Lenor says:
CSO: the planets atmosphere is safe for an AT...

ENGVnSckl says:
Maverick: Aye, sir.

CTO_James says:
Lenor: My scans reviel that there is no life signs so we should arrange an Away Team

ENGVnSckl says:
Maverick: Just getting a little itchy.

TAC_Katal says:
MO: I'm due for a physical it was scheduled by Dr.Snow before she transferred.  I am Ens Katal.

ENGVnSckl says:
Maverick: Should know better.

XO_Mav says:
Van Sickle: Yes, you should.

MO_Valar says:
Ens. Katal: Sure thing Ensign.  Please take off your clothes and put this on. ::hands Katal a dressing gown::

MO_Valar says:
Ens. Katal: And take a seat on Bio Bed One.

CSO_Sulek says:
CO:  Oxygen is slightly higher than earth and the climate is a bit dryer, but easily life sustainable.

TAC_Katal says:
::looks at the gown and sighs:: 

ENGVnSckl says:
::continues to look at the engines::

MO_Valar says:
Ens. Katal: I have just been going over the crews physicals, actually the crews non-physicals.  Seems everyone is still due for one.

TAC_Katal says:
::thinks "I always Hate this part!::

Sci_Grey says:
Sci: MOre of a Vulcan planet

Host CO_Lenor says:
Maverick: go ahead and take an AT down... try to find out more about them

MO_Valar says:
Ens: Katal: If you don't want to put on the gown, you don't have to

XO_Mav says:
Lenor: Aye, sir...

TAC_Katal says:
MO: Its OK Dr. I'll put on the gown.

MO_Valar says:
::pushes the instrument cart over to Bio bed one::

XO_Mav says:
Rightmire, Van Sickle, Sulek: Transporter room 1.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Ops:arrange for the AT to have weapons and tricorders

MO_Valar says:
Ens. Katal: Please call me Valar.  Actually I am not a Doctor.

ENGVnSckl says:
Maverick: Aye sir.

ENGVnSckl says:
::leaves engineering station.

TAC_Katal says:
::Undresses and put on the gown:: ::Sits on BioBed:

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: yes sir

CSO_Sulek says:
::moves to TL:: Aye

CTO_James says:
* Katal* You'll have to wait till later for that physical, you're needed on the bridge to take over at Tac

ENGVnSckl says:
::enters turbolift::

TAC_Katal says:
Valar: You may call me Katal then.  Welcome abaord Dr. 

CTO_James says:
::follows Sulek onto the turbo lift::

TAC_Katal says:
*CTO* Understood sir.

Sci_Grey says:
:: assmes his postion in the CSO chair at the main Scienece station::

OPS_Lucas says:
::goes to Transporter room::

XO_Mav says:
:: arrives at TR1 before anyone else ::

TAC_Katal says:
:: feels some relief::

MO_Valar says:
Ens. Katal: Well that was a quick physical.

ENGVnSckl says:
::follows Maverick to Transporter Room 1:

TAC_Katal says:
Valar: I'm sorry Dr. duty calls.::grins::

FCOKnowle says:
::Making minor adjustments to ships orbit::

OPS_Lucas says:
::Hands out a phaser and tricorder to everyone::

TAC_Katal says:
::redresses and leaves Sickbay heading for TL::

MO_Valar says:
::Notices what a nice physique Katal has::  Hmmmmmmmmm

CTO_James says:
::enters the transporter room::

XO_Mav says:
:: takes phaser and tricorder, waits for the rest of the people ::

TAC_Katal says:
::Enters TL:: MainBridge

ENGVnSckl says:
::takes phaser and tricorder:: Maverick: Thank you, sir.

CSO_Sulek says:
::in transporter room takes tricorder and phaser::

CSO_Sulek says:
::steps up on pad::

Sci_Grey says:
CO: orders Captain?

TAC_Katal says:
::Exits TL and mans Tactical Station::

CTO_James says:
::sets phaser on stun and gets on to the transporter pad::

ENGVnSckl says:
::goes to pad::

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: make sure you keep a transporter lock on the AT at all times... we still don't know much about this place

MO_Valar says:
::Thinks: Well so much for my first physical::

XO_Mav says:
ALL: Phasers to stun.

ENGVnSckl says:
Maverick: Aye, sir.

CSO_Sulek says:
::checks and sets phaser::

Sci_Grey says:
CO: orders Captain?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Sci: keep scanning the planet and the surrounding area... try to get as much info as you can

XO_Mav says:
ALL: Everyone here?

Sci_Grey says:
CO: Aye

ENGVnSckl says:
Maverick: Here, sir.

FCOKnowle says:
CO: Lock will be established when transport has finished..

CSO_Sulek says:
XO:ready

OPS_Lucas says:
::returns to the bridge::

CTO_James says:
XO: Right here ::grins::

Sci_Grey says:
:: begins deatiled surface scan::

Sci_Grey says:
*computer time for complete scan::

TAC_Katal says:
::continues scans of the planet::

MO_Valar says:
::Notes that we will have to do a complete physical on each one of the crew::

XO_Mav says:
TRChief: Energize!

MO_Valar says:
::grins::

ENGVnSckl says:
::starts to feel transporter effect, feels groovy::

CTO_James says:
::feels the transporter beam over him::

OPS_Lucas says:
::sits at OPS::

ENGVnSckl  (Fulltrns.wav)

Host ACTDMark says:
<Computer> Grey: Complete Scan of Planet will take 1.3 hours

CSO_Sulek says:
::feels transporter effect::

Sci_Grey says:
::begins devising a way to increase senor data::

XO_Mav says:
@:: appears on planet, looks around ::

ENGVnSckl says:
@::materializes::

MO_Valar says:
::Exits Sickbay and heads to turbolift::

CTO_James says:
@::appears on the planet's surface, takes a look around::

Host ACTDMark says:
VIEW: On the exterior wall of one building is a large grafitti in alien writing....

CSO_Sulek says:
@::materializes and takes out tricorder::

FCOKnowle says:
CO: Lock on the AT has been established, I will keep you informed of there status as needed Sir..

ENGVnSckl says:
@::opens tricorder to check EM readings::

MO_Valar ::Enters turbolift:: Bridge (Turbolift.wav)

XO_Mav says:
@Nice place....

Host CO_Lenor says:
Ops: work with science to see if you can come up with a way to get the sensor readings quicker

CSO_Sulek says:
@::records image on wall::

OPS_Lucas says:
SCI: perhaps we can boost power to the sensors and make he sensor beam wider like a phaser set on wide to get it done faster

TAC_Katal says:
::intensifies scans on AT position::

MO_Valar says:
::Exits turbolift and walks onto the Bridge::

CTO_James says:
~Sulek~ I hope that we don't have a problem on this AT, like the last time we were on an AT together!

Sci_Grey says:
CO: the area immediately around the away team has been thoroughly scanned.

CTO_James says:
::grins::

ENGVnSckl says:
@Maverick: Did the science officer say that this planet was richer in oxygen than Earth?

XO_Mav says:
@Van Sickle: I'm not sure....

MO_Valar says:
::Walks over and hands the CO her report on the crew's physical condition::

Sci_Grey says:
@AT: be careful That's a highly combustible atmosphere

ENGVnSckl says:
@Maverick: Just wondering, because I'm feeling a rush in my lungs.

Host ACTDMark says:
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